I. INTRODUCTION
In a traditional client-server environment, client applications use a private or public network to transport messages to a centrally located server application to obtain required data. Each server application requires the use of a separate client interface. The addition of a new server application to the system required the development of a separate client application to access the new server application's data. This need to install specialized clients on workstations increases the complexity of maintaining a system and reduces flexibility to introduce new protocols into a system. Any addition of new software may require the addition of newshared libraries that may complicate or interfere with existing applications (such as stability, versions etc).
For example consider a typical client-server architecture that uses the Internet as the message transport network. The system has the following applications/services running on it:
A relational database server. The system architecture depicted in Figure 1 increases the complexity on the client's side. The latest version of the client program has to be installed on a client workstation.
The extensible Markup Language (XML) is evaluated as a solution to the problem of accessing information across diverse client-server applications through a common data model. Figure 2 provides an overview of the proposed system architecture using XML as a common message format between multiple client-server applications. This paper will be structured as follows; In Section 2 current research focused on using XML as a common message interface is investigated; In Section 3 the similarities between client-server applications are described; In Section 4 we will describe the design of the XML model; In section 5 various solutions considered in identifying the type of application server to send a message to are highlighted; In 0-7803-7785-0/03/$17.00 02003 IEEE Section 6 the various alternatives are evaluated; In section I the results of using XML as a generic message interface instead of the native protocols is analysed.
RELATED WORK
Attempts to solve the problem of restructuring and reformatting of data as it passes from a software tool or process to another predates the widespread use of the Intemet that started in the mid 1990s. Blattner et a1 [ I , 21 in a study on generic message translation, attempted to solve the problem by providing a visual interface that can create a mapping between fields in different message types that specifies which fields have similar semantic content. The Blattner et al papers were published before the introduction of XML into the computing landscape. However, in their paper, the authors conclude that some sort of "parser-generator" must be constructed to take descriptions for data specifications and create a "translator" between systems.
Since the introduction and standardisation of XML, several studies have been undertaken on the feasibility of using XML as a means to either provide an interface between legacy applications and the Internet or as a means to describe data in a standard format.
A study to use XML as the wrapper interface in migrating legacy applications to the browser based Internet platform conducted by Bi, Hull and Nicholl [3] , focused on understanding the functionality of the legacy system and the user interaction in the legacy system. Bi et al. developed a thin web based client to interact with the legacy system that was wrapped within an XML application. The focus of the paper was legacy applications but it demonstrated the effectiveness of using XML to interact with multiple legacy applications.
An article by Pein1 and Mitchang [4] investigates transforming independent, autonomous data sources into a common XML format in order to provide an integrated communication platform for mobile applications. Both articles acknowledge the advantages provided by using XML as the data modelling and exchange mechanism between applications (clients) and information sources (servers).
An article by K.L.E. Law [5] describes an attempt to use XML and LDAP messages to describe network database schema, with the intention that modification of database information could be achieved without taking down the whole system. The authors reached the conclusion that XML's extensibility results in increased flexibility in setting up data content according to different applications and/or different vendors. This conforms to the design of this XML document that if the main elements are defined in a common schema, the sub-elements within the schema can be extended according to the specific needs of the application. The use of XML to provide a bridge between older network applications and the web browser based Intemet platform in a TMN environment is proposed by Lewis and Mouritzsen [6] . While the article focuses on the potential role XML can play in the evolution of TMN, it is interesting to note the increasing number of areas where XML is being considered as a solution in providing a common interface between traditional client-server applications and the Internet.
However, use of XML for generic messaging does not come without some disadvantages, namely slower processing speed caused by the additional overhead of using XML to transform and parse messages. Boedjang et al [7] in their study of distributed data structures conclude that the performance measurements of applications that run application-specific code are faster than those that use generic message passing software.
IDENTIWING SIMILARITIES
In typical client-server architecture, the following similarities can be identified: I , The client requires connection information about the server, such as the host name on which the server resides, the port number on which the server is listening on, the context or directory in which the server is located, the data source name and database specific driver details, etc. 2. The client has to provide the server with authentication details, so that the server can verify that the client has access to the information that the server will be able to provide. This is for security reasons so that rogue client applications that may have malicious intent are not allowed to gain access to the information that the server provides. Typical authentication information required is a user name, a user password (or access code) and the role of the user (i.e. some users may have more privileges to information than other users). 3. The messages sent between the client and the server is of the request-response type. The message sent from a client is a request, which contains some specific command. The message sent from the server is a response to the specific command.
IV. THE XML MODEL
Using the similarities identified in the previous section, an XML model was developed that included elements that described the following data:
Connection information Authentication infomation Request data Response data In addition, the type of client-server applications considered send requests and receive responses in text-based format, have mechanisms to read, modify, insert and/or delete data, and the command names and parameters in the messages sent between the client and server are not relevant to the design. Therefore, the following information elements in the XML Oprion One model will be required, namely: _.. *' < / auth-code, cauth-role,'' ... *' < / auth-role, </authentication-info> location value with a unique code-identifying the server application the command is intended for. The server ID string
V. ROUTING MESSAGE T O THE CORRECT APPLICATION SERVER
After parsing the XML message received from a client application, the XML gateway requires a method to determine the correct application server to send the messages to. Three methods were considered, namely:
Using a unique address location mechanism. Using a specific XML element. Trying the fint available (connected) server application specified in the connection URL. These three possible options are evaluated below.
<command>"
_._ I ' </command> ... lcommand narametersl .__
VI. ANALYSIS OF THE THREE OPTIONS
Option one uses a unique identifier to determine the server application. The advantage of this approach is that a single user interface can be used to send and receive messages to multiple application servers. The drawback is that the user has to enter in a unique application identifier when entering in the location of the data. Option two uses an additional element in the XML request document that describes the application server the message is intended for. The advantage of this solution is that the user is not required to specify a unique identifier per command request. However, the disadvantage is that there has to be a separate user interface per application server so that when it format to the stmcture of an IP address.
Option one works well where the command requires input data that can be used to identify the application server the formats a message request, the client application adds the type of application server the message is intended for as the appropriate protocol element value.
Option three works well if there is only one server application up at the time and it happens to be the server application the client intended the request to be sent to. However, if these exact requirements are not met, then the flaws in this solution become apparent. For example, if more than one server application is available, the XML gateway may send the request to the incorrect server applicalion.
Therefore, option three is not considered a viable solution.
The XML model uses the dual approach of options one and two. This provides us with the flexibility of not requiring that all commands have a data location identifier element or that all requests require a protocol element.
Option two is suitable for batch type interactions where the server identifier can be passed as an input parameter to the batch application when it is run. This negates the need for
VII. EVALUATIION OF XML VS. NON-XML MESSAGES
each of the different server applications Similar read and write type commands are used across the different clientserver applications The following table shows the result of time taken (in milliseconds) to send and receive an XML message to each of the different application servers. The proposed XML model was used as the messaging mechanism for the three systems described in Section 1, namely: a directory service, a proprietary server program and a relational database server.
A browser-based user interface lo the server applications was implemented. The user was required to enter in the parameters required for processing a specific command. The user interface approach is suited lo option one because the server identifier can be prefixed to an input data field's value.
Option one proved effective in reducing the need for separate client interfaces. In addition, by using a transforming language such as XSLT, each server's response can be specifically formatted for that application without increased complexity on the client side.
Option two required separate implementations of each user interface screen to embed the correct protocol element value in the XML document sent to the XML gateway. Option two was used in a batch program with the server identifier parsed as an input parameter. The batch program used this input value when creating the XML document to send to the XML gateway. The XpilL document contained the additional protocol element containing the server identifier.
Option two appears to be effective when used within a batch client application as it reduced the need for different client programs, while ensuring that requests are sent to the appropriate server application.
The performance of XML versus non-XML messages was assessed and the results analysed.
The following table shows the result of time taken (in milliseconds) to send and receive a non-XML message to From the results, it is clear that non-XML type messages provide better performance results than XML type messages. The additional time is due to the construction of messages into XML format and the parsing of the XML messages to determine the type of command and application server.
The time taken to process a message does not increase in a directly proportional manner as the number of messages increase, i.e. the time taken for two messages is not double the time taken for one message. As shown in Figure 3 , the time per XML message, as the number of messages increases, tends to a constant level per requesVcommand. The time taken to process a single request with multiple commands within the request element is slightly smaller then the time taken to process multiple request-command messages. This is because connection-info, request and other higher order elements do not have to be parsed for each command. Because the number of elements preceding a command element is small, the time taken before reaching the command element is relatively small. This indicates that the XML parser is efficient and may be able to handle larger XML documents with minimal additional performance cost.
There is clearly a trade-off between the amount of time it takes to send a request and receive a response and the flexibility of providing a common message interface to multiple applications.
The following advantages of using XML in the implementation were identified:
Standard message format for multiple applications, i.e. XML is application independent. Common gateway handles requests to multiple application servers. Flexibility in extending the XML document structure to incorporate new application servers with minimum additional changes to existing coding infrastructure. Additional security benefit of having only one access point (HTTP port) to multiple applications made available to external networks. The following disadvantages of using XML in the " I implementation were identified:
Increased CPU usage Increased memory resource usage Slower response times, leading to decreased performance It should be noted that these measurements were done on a single computer, i.e. no network transmission overheads affect the results. The choice of the right type of message must take into account the size of the message and the transmission delays of sending data across a network.
VIII. CONCLUSION
A common message model for sending and receiving messages between heterogeneous server applications was designed and implemented, using XML as the data description language. Similarities between client-server applications were identified and used as the basis for defining the common XML elements in the schema. After the design was implemented and tested, the performance of XML and non-XML messages were evaluated. As expected the increased verbosity of XML results in a larger footprint that requires more processing time and resources. This means that any implementation using XML has to carefully weigh the benefits of flexibility, extensibility and standard message formats against reduced performance.
XML does not appear to be suitable for applications that require high-speed real time responses. However, client applications that use the Internet to obtain server information from mukiple applications will benefit from reduced client side complexity. Server applications that serve large client bases and therefore require .smaller resource allocation per request may not be scalable because of the integration with XML. The reduced performance levels from using XML means it does not scale to handle large numbers of concurrent client requests.
If the applications are run in batch mode where the need for fast (i.e. micro and nano-second) responses are not important, then the solution is useful. As long as the time delay is not too long in human (user) terms (and in this implementation it is not noticeable as responses are less than or within seconds) then the additional response times caused by the XML footprint is negligible.
Therefore, it can be concluded that when used to encode messages in a standard format for use in client-server type environments requiring human-computer interaction or batch processing, that XML.can provide significant advantages.
